WANTED

BY
HOMELAND
SECURITY

CIVIL RIGHTS - CONSPIRACY - DOMESTIC TERRORISM - TAX EVASION - ANTI-GOVERNMENT EXTREMISM - INCITING CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE - ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION

“LADY LIBERTY”

ALIASES: Liberty, Lady Liberty, Star Fort, Bedloe Beacon, The Statue of Liberty

DESCRIPTION

AGE: 124, born July 4th, 1884 in Paris France
HEIGHT: 151’0”
WEIGHT: 450,000 pounds
BUILD: Statuesque
HAIR: Light Green, long, usally worn up.
OCCUPATIONS: Statue, Revolutionary, Emmisary, Beacon of Hope
SCARS AND MARKS: Skin often bears markings of water lines and copper patina
REMARKS: Has an affinity for a poem by Emma Lazarus entitled “The New Colossus” which reads:
Not like the brazen giant of Greek fame, With conquering limbs astride from land to land;
Here at our sea-washed, sunset gates shall stand - A mighty woman with a torch, whose flame Is the imprisoned lightning, and her name -Mother of Exiles. From her beacon-hand
Glows world-wide welcome; her mild eyes command - The air-bridged harbor that twin cities frame.
“Keep ancient lands, your storied pomp!” cries she - With silent lips. “Give me your tired, your poor,
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free, - The wretched refuse of your teeming shore.
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me, I lift my lamp beside the golden door!”

Liberty is herself an Illegal Immigrant who has been working in the US for many years but has never
gotten her papers from the INS, Social Security Bureau, or The State of New York where she has
been rumored to reside.

CAUTION

Liberty should be considered HIGHLY DANGEROUS and has a very tempestous demeanor. Should
you choose to interact with Liberty, you will be responsible for your own actions. It has been rumored
that Liberty has been spotted in this area, and her EXTREMELY QUESTIONABLE views can be heard
locally.
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